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In multiple defendant cases, a jury is usually asked to allocate fault between the defendants (assuming no fault on the
part of the plaintiff) and the defendants are asked to pay damages according to their percentage of the fault.

The Indictment named individuals Brian L. In a related case, Nicholas Rivecca, Sr. The indicted defendants
were charged with a conspiracy to commit mail fraud and wire fraud. According to the Indictment, the
conspiracy involved operating construction companies with straw owners who qualified as a disadvantaged
individual or as a service-disabled veteran, but who did not actually control the companies. The conspirators
then fraudulently obtained small business program certifications to win government-funded contracts to which
they were not entitled. Nuvo Construction Company, Inc. In reality, for long stretches, T. Pagasa Construction
Company, Inc. According to the Indictment, on multiple occasions, the conspirators engaged in efforts to
conceal the scheme and obstruct investigations into the matter. It alleges that, when interviewed, Ganos and
Spindler each gave materially false statements to federal agents. As a part of that conspiracy, Ganos is alleged
to have transferred fraud proceeds from accounts of Nuvo and C3T to accounts that Ganos controlled. The
Indictment further charged Ganos with three counts of concealment money laundering transactions, one of
which involved the purchase of a Corvette with proceeds of the fraud scheme, and seven counts of spending
money laundering transactions. United States Attorney Krueger stated: Cheating will not be tolerated. Lying to
regulators is a serious crime. And attempts to obstruct investigations will be prosecuted vigorously. We
commend the collaboration and commitment of the federal agencies that investigated this case. Their work
will help protect programs that assist honest firms led by disadvantaged individuals and veterans who were
injured while serving our country. The FBI credits effective interagency collaboration for this success. Anyone
aware of an ongoing similar fraud scheme can report that to the VA OIG Hotline by calling or emailing
vaoighotline va. Government programs and resources within our purview. I want to thank the U. The
maximum term of imprisonment for conspiring to defraud the United States is five years. The maximum term
of imprisonment for the money laundering conspiracy and for each of the three concealment money laundering
charges is 20 years in prison. The maximum term of imprisonment for each of the seven spending laundering
charges is 10 years in prison. Each of those assets is subject to civil forfeiture actions filed by the United
States. The following agencies are participating in the investigation: An indictment is only a charge and not
evidence of guilt. The defendants are presumed innocent and are entitled to a fair trial at which the
government must prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
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2: Multiple Defendants Dismissed Based on Improper Joinder â€” Patent Lawyer Blog â€” September 30,
Multiple Defendants April 21, pm What happens when there is more than one defendant? When there is more than one
defendant named in a lawsuit, things can get a little messy.

Premise liability claims such as these can and often do involve more than one defendant. In the case of
Crabtree v. BASF Building Systems, LLC , the plaintiff looked to hold responsible not just the owner of the
building, but also the construction contractors who worked on the top layer of the parking deck, and the
manufacturer of the top coat product used to pave the area. These are individuals or companies that may be
connected to the injury lawsuit, but may not be identifiable at the time the claim is filed. One of the ways in
which an experienced Montgomery premise liability attorney can assist you is in helping to identify multiple
defendants in a case. This is done through tireless investigation and research. Finding a lawyer who will be
dedicated to your case is key. By naming multiple defendants in a case, you submit that numerous parties were
in some way responsible for the events that led to your injury and that each should be responsible to pay at
least a portion of the damages you incurred as a result. Many times, these claims are settled out-of-court. In
the Crabtree case, the owner of the property, the construction firm and the contractor did settle. However, the
manufacturer of the material used to coat the parking deck fought the claim. According to court documents,
Mr. As a result of that fall, he incurred multiple injuries. In the course of the lawsuit investigation, Mr. This
product was made by a company called ChemRex, Inc. The contention was that the product was improperly
installed on the surface where Mr. The process is a tedious one that requires proper preparation of the surface
area, the application of a base coat layer, which has to cure before a top coat layer is applied. The amount of
the top coat layer applied is based on the amount of traffic a given area is expected to receive. The issue here
was not that the product was defective, but rather that it was applied improperly. The owner of the building
too was reportedly aware of problems with the product as it was installed, but continued to allow patrons and
workers to use this site and did not warn them of potentially dangerous conditions. The question here was the
intended purpose of that worker. If the purpose was to oversee the work, as Mr. Crabtree alleged, then it would
be fair to assert that the company fell short of its obligations to ensure the application of the product was
carried out correctly. Ultimately, the state supreme court determined that the evidence did support Mr. This
was an important ruling for those who bring personal injury actions against multiple defendants in Alabama
because even with due diligence, it is sometimes only after intensive research that additional responsible
parties are discovered.
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3: Suing multiple defendants? Consider a 'Bullock' costs order - Walker Morris
Multiple Defendants This lesson deals with the rules governing the liability of multiple defendants in torts cases. It begins
by examining joint and several liability and the rules governing contribution between tortfeasors, then moves on to
consider why the majority of states has now modified the rules of joint and several liability.

Attach the following Duty to Avoid Unnecessary Expenses of Serving a Summons Rule 4 of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure requires certain defendants to cooperate in saving unnecessary expenses of serving a
summons and complaint. A defendant who is located in the United States and who fails to return a signed
waiver of service requested by a plaintiff located in the United States will be required to pay the expenses of
service, unless the defendant shows good cause for the failure. If the waiver is signed and returned, you can
still make these and all other defenses and objections, but you cannot object to the absence of a summons or of
service. If you waive service, then you must, within the time specified on the waiver form, serve an answer or
a motion under Rule 12 on the plaintiff and file a copy with the court. By signing and returning the waiver
form, you are allowed more time to respond than if a summons had been served. Notes As amended Jan. July
1, ; Feb. July 1, ; Apr. With the provision permitting additional summons upon request of the plaintiff compare
[former] Equity Rule 14 Alias Subpoena and the last sentence of [former] Equity Rule 12 Issue of
Subpoenaâ€”Time for Answer. Note to Subdivision b. This rule prescribes a form of summons which follows
substantially the requirements stated in [former] Equity Rules 12 Issue of Subpoenaâ€”Time for Answer and 7
Process, Mesne and Final. See Rule 12 a for a statement of the time within which the defendant is required to
appear and defend. Note to Subdivision c. This rule does not affect U. Note to Subdivision d. Under this rule
the complaint must always be served with the summons. For an example of a statute providing for service
upon an agent of an individual see U. This enumerates the officers and agents of a corporation or of a
partnership or other unincorporated association upon whom service of process may be made, and permits
service of process only upon the officers, managing or general agents, or agents authorized by appointment or
by law, of the corporation, partnership or unincorporated association against which the action is brought.
Order of Railway Conductors of America, 9 F. For a statute authorizing service upon a specified agent and
requiring mailing to the defendant, see U. Paragraphs 4 and 5 provide a uniform and comprehensive method of
service for all actions against the United States or an officer or agency thereof. For statutes providing for such
service, see U. These and similar statutes are modified insofar as they prescribe a different method of service
or dispense with the service of a summons. Note to Subdivision e. The provisions for the service of a
summons or of notice or of an order in lieu of summons contained in U. Note to Subdivision f. This rule
enlarges to some extent the present rule as to where service may be made. It does not, however, enlarge the
jurisdiction of the district courts. Note to Subdivision g. Note to Subdivision h. This rule substantially
continues U. Under amended subdivision e of this rule, an action may be commenced against a nonresident of
the State in which the district court is held by complying with State procedures. Frequently the form of the
summons or notice required in these cases by State law differs from the Federal form of summons described in
present subdivision b and exemplified in Form 1. See also a corresponding amendment of Rule 12 a with
regard to the time to answer. This paragraph, governing service upon the United States, is amended to allow
the use of certified mail as an alternative to registered mail for sending copies of the papers to the Attorney
General or to a United States officer or agency. See also the amendment of Rule 30 f 1. Formerly a question
was raised whether this paragraph, in the context of the rule as a whole, authorized service in original Federal
actions pursuant to State statutes permitting service on a State official as a means of bringing a nonresident
motorist defendant into court. It was argued in McCoy v. This contention found little support. A considerable
number of cases held the service to be good, either by fixing upon the service on the official within the State
as the effective service, thus satisfying the wording of subdivision f as it then stood, see Holbrook v. See also
Olberding v. An important and growing class of State statutes base personal jurisdiction over nonresidents on
the doing of acts or on other contacts within the State, and permit notice to be given the defendant outside the
State without any requirement of service on a local State official. This service, employed in original Federal
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actions pursuant to paragraph 7 , has also been held proper. Western Hills Oil, Inc. Lauro Lines, F. The
salutary results of these cases are intended to be preserved. See paragraph 7 , with a clarified reference to State
law, and amended subdivisions e and f. For the general relation between subdivisions d and e , see 2 Moore,
supra, 4. The clause added at the end of the first sentence expressly adopts the view taken by commentators
that, if no manner of service is prescribed in the statute or order, the service may be made in a manner stated in
Rule 4. See 2 Moore, supra, 4. But see Commentary, 5 Fed. Examples of the statutes to which the first
sentence relates are 28 U. The second sentence, added by amendment, expressly allows resort in original
Federal actions to the procedures provided by State law for effecting service on nonresident parties as well as
on domiciliaries not found within the State. See, as illustrative, the discussion under amended subdivision d 7
of service pursuant to State nonresident motorist statutes and other comparable State statutes. Of particular
interest is the change brought about by the reference in this sentence to State procedures for commencing
actions against nonresidents by attachment and the like, accompanied by notice. Although an action
commenced in a State court by attachment may be removed to the Federal court if ordinary conditions for
removal are satisfied, see 28 U. Rule 64 , which refers to attachment, garnishment, and similar procedures
under State law, furnishes only provisional remedies in actions otherwise validly commenced. See Big Vein
Coal Co. The amendment will now permit the institution of original Federal actions against nonresidents
through the use of familiar State procedures by which property of these defendants is brought within the
custody of the court and some appropriate service is made up them. The necessity of satisfying subject-matter
jurisdictional requirements and requirements of venue will limit the practical utilization of these methods of
effecting service. Within those limits, however, there appears to be no reason for denying plaintiffs means of
commencing actions in Federal courts which are generally available in the State courts. If the circumstances of
a particular case satisfy the applicable Federal law first sentence of Rule 4 e , as amended and the applicable
State law second sentence , the party seeking to make the service may proceed under the Federal or the State
law, at his option. The first sentence is amended to assure the effectiveness of service outside the territorial
limits of the State in all the cases in which any of the rules authorize service beyond those boundaries. Besides
the preceding provisions of Rule 4 , see Rule 71A d 3. In addition, the new second sentence of the subdivision
permits effective service within a limited area outside the State in certain special situations, namely, to bring
in additional parties to a counterclaim or cross-claim Rule 13 h , impleaded parties Rule 14 , and indispensable
or conditionally necessary parties to a pending action Rule 19 ; and to secure compliance with an order of
commitment for civil contempt. In those situations effective service can be made at points not more than miles
distant from the courthouse in which the action is commenced, or to which it is assigned or transferred for
trial. The bringing in of parties under the mile provision in the limited situations enumerated is designed to
promote the objective of enabling the court to determine entire controversies. In the light of present-day
facilities for communication and travel, the territorial range of the service allowed, analogous to that which
applies to the service of a subpoena under Rule 45 e 1 , can hardly work hardship on the parties summoned.
The provision will be especially useful in metropolitan areas spanning more than one State. Erie Avenue
Warehouse Co. The amendment is but a moderate extension of the territorial reach of Federal process and has
ample practical justification. See 2 Moore, supra. As to the need for enlarging the territorial area in which
orders of commitment for civil contempt may be served, see Graber v. Pine Tree Products Co. The continual
increase of civil litigation having international elements makes it advisable to consolidate, amplify, and clarify
the provisions governing service upon parties in foreign countries. See generally Jones, International Judicial
Assistance: As indicated in the opening lines of new subdivision i , referring to the provisions of subdivision e
, the authority for effecting foreign service must be found in a statute of the United States or a statute or rule of
court of the State in which the district court is held providing in terms or upon proper interpretation for service
abroad upon persons not inhabitants of or found within the State. For examples of Federal and State statutes
expressly authorizing such service, see 8 U. Several decisions have construed statutes to permit service in
foreign countries, although the matter is not expressly mentioned in the statutes. Superior Court, Cal. Federal
and State statutes authorizing service on nonresidents in such terms as to warrant the interpretation that service
abroad is permissible include 15 U. Under subdivisions e and i , when authority to make foreign service is
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found in a Federal statute or statute or rule of court of a State, it is always sufficient to carry out the service in
the manner indicated therein. Subdivision i introduces considerable further flexibility by permitting the foreign
service and return thereof to be carried out in any of a number of other alternative ways that are also declared
to be sufficient. Other aspects of foreign service continue to be governed by the other provisions of Rule 4.
Thus, for example, subdivision i effects no change in the form of the summons, or the issuance of separate or
additional summons, or the amendment of service. Service of process beyond the territorial limits of the
United States may involve difficulties not encountered in the case of domestic service. See Jones, supra, at
For example, a person not qualified to serve process according to the law of the foreign country may find
himself subject to sanctions if he attempts service therein. The enforcement of a judgment in the foreign
country in which the service was made may be embarrassed or prevented if the service did not comport with
the law of that country. One of the purposes of subdivision i is to allow accommodation to the policies and
procedures of the foreign country. It is emphasized, however, that the attitudes of foreign countries vary
considerably and that the question of recognition of United States judgments abroad is complex. Accordingly,
if enforcement is to be sought in the country of service, the foreign law should be examined before a choice is
made among the methods of service allowed by subdivision i. Subparagraph a of paragraph 1 , permitting
service by the method prescribed by the law of the foreign country for service on a person in that country in a
civil action in any of its courts of general jurisdiction, provides an alternative that is likely to create least
objection in the place of service and also is likely to enhance the possibilities of securing ultimate enforcement
of the judgment abroad. In certain foreign countries service in aid of litigation pending in other countries can
lawfully be accomplished only upon request to the foreign court, which in turn directs the service to be made.
In many countries this has long been a customary way of accomplishing the service. Subparagraph B of
paragraph 1 , referring to a letter rogatory, validates this method. A proviso, applicable to this subparagraph
and the preceding one, requires, as a safeguard, that the service made shall be reasonably calculated to give
actual notice of the proceedings to the party. Subparagraph C of paragraph 1 , permitting foreign service by
personal delivery on individuals and corporations, partnerships, and associations, provides for a manner of
service that is not only traditionally preferred, but also is most likely to lead to actual notice. Explicit provision
for this manner of service was thought desirable because a number of Federal and State statutes permitting
foreign service do not specifically provide for service by personal delivery abroad, see e.
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4: Multiple defendants -- determination of liability.
Multiple defendant lawsuits with assistance of medical malpractice lawyers, usually stem from a surgical procedure
where the patient was harmed during surgery or afterward personal injury occurred while in recovery. Usually there are
multiple doctors in a surgical room each performing a task, at times a senior doctor overseeing a junior doctor.

Wednesday, March 28, Multiple Defendants Sentenced for Drug Trafficking and Violent Crimes OXFORD
â€” A Tupelo woman, the final defendant in a multi-defendant conspiracy, has been sentenced to months in
federal prison resulting from her role in a methamphetamine ice distribution conspiracy in the Northern
District of Mississippi. The defendant, Judy Harmon, was also ordered to forfeit thousands of dollars in drug
trafficking proceeds. The investigation and prosecution of this international drug trafficking organization
responsible for distributing more than pounds of methamphetamine, obtained from Mexico and transported
through Southern California to North Mississippi, is the result of a joint investigation between the Drug
Enforcement Administration, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, the Mississippi
Bureau of Narcotics, North Mississippi Narcotics Unit and the U. The investigation involved numerous search
warrants, arrests, and convictions resulting in the seizure of firearms, drugs and property. In all, ten defendants
have been sentenced in federal court for their roles in the drug trafficking conspiracy. Following the
sentencing, US Attorney Lamar affirmed the commitment of his office to the aggressive prosecution of drug
trafficking organizations operating in the Northern District of Mississippi. Nine other defendants were also
convicted and sentenced as a result of the investigation Rudy Flores pleaded guilty in January of to one count
of conspiracy to distribute methamphetamine and one count of conspiracy to discharge a firearm during a drug
trafficking crime. District Court Judge Sharion Aycock sentenced Flores to a total of months imprisonment,
followed by 3 years of supervised release. Fernando Manguilla-Paez of Mexico pleaded guilty in February of
to one count of possession with intent to distribute methamphetamine and one count of possession of a firearm
during a drug trafficking crime. Judge Aycock ordered Manguilla-Paez to serve a total of months in custody.
Methamphetamine supplier, Ricardo Aguilar Gonzalez of San Diego, California, pleaded guilty in February of
to one count of conspiracy to distribute methamphetamine and one count of conspiracy to commit interstate
racketeering. Judge Aycock ordered Gonzalez to serve a total of months in custody. Thomas Scruggs of
Tupelo, Mississippi, pleaded guilty in June of to one count of conspiracy to distribute methamphetamine.
Judge Aycock sentenced Scruggs as a career offender and ordered Scruggs to serve a total of months in
custody, followed by 3 years of supervised release. Judge Aycock ordered Zamora to serve months in custody.
Abigail Lima of Tupelo, Mississippi, pleaded guilty in May of to one count of conspiracy to distribute
methamphetamine and one count of conspiracy to commit interstate racketeering. Judge Aycock ordered Lima
to serve 31 months in custody, followed by 3 years of supervised release. Manual Sandiago of Mexico pleaded
guilty in May of to one count of conspiracy to distribute methamphetamine and one count of possession of
firearms by an illegal alien. Judge Aycock ordered Sandiago to serve months in custody. David Espiricueta of
Houston, Mississippi pleaded guilty in April to conspiracy to distribute methamphetamine and one count of
possession of a firearm during a drug trafficking crime. Judge Aycock sentenced Espiricueta to months in
custody, followed by 3 years of supervised release. Raul Cruz-Lopez of Tupelo, Mississippi, pleaded guilty in
February of to one count of conspiracy to distribute methamphetamine and one count of possession of a
firearm by an illegal alien. Judge Aycock ordered Cruz-Lopez to serve 70 months in custody. These charges
were the result of an investigation by the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force OCDETF , a federal
multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional task force that provides supplemental funding to federal and state agencies
involved in the identification, investigation, and prosecution of major drug trafficking organizations, and
pursuant to the Project Safe Neighborhoods anti-violent crime initiative. The case was prosecuted by Assistant
U. Doleac and Sam Wright.
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5: Figure Out How to Name the Defendant - small_claims_selfhelp
Massachusetts is a pure joint and several liability state, which doesn't bode well for multiple defendants. What that
means is that each defendant found at fault to any degree in an accident is liable for the entire amount of damages
owed to the prevailing injured plaintiff.

In these instances the punitive damages awarded to a patient may be quite high. Since there are more
defendants the punitive damages that they can pay out can increase. It is easier to garner a larger sum from
multiple defendants than a single defendant. The liability becomes spread around across a number of doctors
or between a doctor and a hospital. The punitive damages that a hospital can pay out are very high since many
hospitals across the United States have very deep pockets. Whether this is a good thing or bad thing for the
medical profession is another discussion, this exams the difference of liability falling to a single party or
liability being spread across multiple parties. Usually the awarding to clients of high punitive damages drive
up medical costs as whole as the more cases that are won and the higher the punitive damage benchmark
claims the more likely the medical profession will pass of those costs to other patients as a whole through
raising prices. Medical liability laws are very interesting because depending on the case that is actually liable
for the negligence can be in question. Multiple defendant lawsuits with assistance of medical malpractice
lawyers , usually stem from a surgical procedure where the patient was harmed during surgery or afterward
personal injury occurred while in recovery. Usually there are multiple doctors in a surgical room each
performing a task, at times a senior doctor overseeing a junior doctor. Heart surgeries are a good example
where many medical professionals are in the same room. The use of a second doctor is two-fold; to oversee
and step in if the first doctor can no longer perform the surgery. There may also be other doctors in the room
depending on the case as well. If something goes wrong, one doctor is negligent to some degree, the question
of liability becomes rather confusing. On face value the doctor who made the mistake should be directly liable
but on the other hand there were multiple doctors in the surgical room, while possibly performing different
task, they could have noticed if the negligence was taking part. This is where state laws come in to
differentiate the liability of doctors. In some states if one doctor is negligent then the whole room is deemed
negligent under the assumption one of the doctors could have intervened. This quickly creates multiple
defendants as all the doctors, no matter how removed from the incident in question are liable. Liability in other
states rests on a sole actor, the doctor that was directly negligent. This limits the degree of multiple defendant
cases. Do to the lack of an overarching federal law covering liability in the surgical room state laws differ
greatly when it comes to liability. Negligence is a serious offense in the medical profession and can lead to
large awards given to patients if a doctor is found guilty of some form of negligence. However, different states
apply liability to doctors differently causing confusion in the laws at times. Some states work under the
assumption that all doctors taking part in the surgery can be found negligent even if It is just one doctor that
made the error, This puts a greater emphasis on team accountability which may be useful in the medical
profession, but it can also damage careers of doctors who were not directly negligent.
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6: "Multiple Defendants Liability For Tort Damages"
Each defendant must file an Answer but an attorney, if representing more than one defendant, may file an Answer for
more than one Defendant. For any Defendant that does not file an Answer, you may seek to obtain a default judgment
against the Defendant.

Share on Facebook This article will address the dynamics involved in a personal injury lawsuit involving
multiple defendants. It is extremely important to name all potential defendants in these actions. If not done so,
you may face an empty chair defense. Another advantage is that multiple defendants may help you prove your
case with less effort. Proposition 51 Proposition 51 was officially adopted on June 3, Proposition 51 was
passed and now each named Defendant to a lawsuit is responsible in proportion to their degree of fault. This
changed the old rule of joint and several liability where each party is responsible for the damages collectively.
In order to fully understand this concept, an example is necessary. If you are the first car in a three car
collision, you must name both cars that were involved. As the first car involved in such an accident, you
probably experienced two different impacts. The first impact occurs when the first car strikes you. The second
impact occurs when the third car strikes the second car. As a result of the mechanics of this accident, the
individual in the first car may experience two separate injury causing impacts. Both parties will be found to
have violated California Vehicle Code, which makes it an infraction to follow another party too closely. The
Empty Chair Defense If the injured party only chooses to proceed against the first driver who struck him, the
first driver may claim that he was responsible for some of the injuries you suffered. They will claim that the
second impact was the impact that caused you injuries. The defense counsel will hire experts to testify to that
fact. At the end of the case, the defense counsel will make a big closing argument to the jury. The defense
expert will state that everyone is sorry that you have been injured and inconvenienced but the defendant is not
responsible for your injuries. They will point to an empty chair and say that the responsible party should be
sitting in the empty seat. Second Defendants May Help Naming all potential defendants in a lawsuit may help
to facilitate the case. Any attorney who files a lawsuit against multiple parties should have a legal theory of
liability in place against each defendant. Each theory should be pleaded with as much factual support as
possible. It is absolutely important that this is done. One party may conduct much investigation into the matter
and may bring forward an idea that was not considered or they may be willing to spend a lot of money in an
attempt to place the other party completely at fault. Each Defendant ends up attempting to prove their own
responsibility for the accident. If you have been involved in accident involving multiple parties, do not attempt
to handle the matter on your own. Please consult with a skilled personal injury attorney in your state.
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7: Suing Multiple Defendants
This article will address the dynamics involved in a personal injury lawsuit involving multiple defendants. It is extremely
important to name all potential defendants in these actions.

This may seem like a simple issue, but it can be very complicated. The other driver may be responsible for
driving the car negligently, but the car may be owned by someone else. If you only sue the driver and not the
owner, you may win, but if the driver is not covered by the insurance, it may be very hard for you to collect
your judgment. Work is performed on your house and the plumbing is defective. If both the general contractor
and the plumber are sued, they can blame each other, but it will not make any difference if the court decides
that only 1 of them or both are at fault â€” you can get a judgment in your favor. If you get hurt by a product,
you need to find out if the store where you bought the product belongs to a chain, and you need to find out
who made the product. You may need to sue the store where you bought the product, the parent company that
owns the store where you bought the product, the store chain if the store where you shopped is part of a
franchise, and the manufacturer of the product. You need to figure out who owns each of the businesses. If
you sue only an individual or 1 party and leave out the others, those who are sued can blame your injury on
someone else and you may lose your case if the court finds a nonparty to be responsible. This section helps
you figure out who your defendant is and how to name him or her or them, if you have more than one
defendant in your claim. And keep in mind that if you are not sure which of several possible people or
businesses is responsible for your claim, name each person or business you believe is liable. If you do not use
the correct name, you may not be able to collect any money if you win. In general, if you are: Write both their
full names. James Jones and Sally Jones. Jane Jones and Sally Jones. Name the owner as an individual to have
a better chance of collecting if you win. This way you can make sure you have the correct name of the
individual owner on the complaint when you sue. Name the partnership and the partnersindividually too.
Write the exact legal name of the corporation. Suing a business owned by a corporation: Write the name of the
corporation and the business. Some corporations are not really separate entities from the individuals who
created them because the corporate assets and the assets of the officers and directors are all mixed together. If
you think that the corporation you are suing is really a sham to avoid personal liability by its main officers,
you can name the individuals along with the corporation. If it is not, it cannot appear in court to defend itself,
and you can object to the court if it tries to. You can then request a judgment against the other side. If the
corporation, limited partnership, or LLC is licensed to do business in California, you need to check who is
listed as the agent for service of process. This is the person or company that the corporation has chosen to
receive legal papers. Suing because of a car accident: Write the name of the driver and the owners of the car. If
there were multiple cars involved, it is important to name each driver and owner. If Sam Jones was driving the
car when you were hit, but Betty Smith is the owner, your lawsuit would say: If Sam Jones was pushed into
your car when he was hit by Bob Hunt, and Bob Hunt was driving a car owned by David Brown, you would
name all the drivers and owners: Sam Jones, owner and driver. Finding the Defendant Once you know the
name of the person or business you want to sue, you need to find their address to fill out the paperwork and to
give them a copy of your claim once you file it. Find a Person If the person you are suing has moved: Under
your return address, write "Return Service Requested. Also, the Postal Service will give you the new address
of someone who has filed a change of address order PS Form You can obtain this information if you need the
new address in order to have service of process delivered on that person, and you submit a completed and
signed "Request for Change of Address or Boxholder Information Needed for Service of Legal Process. If the
person you are suing owns property: The tax rolls list the names and addresses of property owners in the
county by both owner name and address of the property. You can search the records online. The property
owners are listed by name and the listing includes the location of the property owned. You can look at this
directory at the main branch of your public library. The address will not be in the reverse directory if the
phone number is unlisted. You can also use a reverse phone directory online. Try using a search engine like
Google, Yahoo, or Bing to search the phone number. You may get the address you are looking for. Find a
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Business If you only know the phone number: You can get the address from a reverse directory. Try using a
search engine like Google, Yahoo or Bing to search the phone number. You may get the address you are
looking for If you are suing a corporation or limited liability company LLC: You can find out the name of the
corporation or LLC and its agent for service at the website of the California Secretary of State. A fictitious
business statement lists the names and addresses of the owners of a business or the partners in the business
operating under a different business name the fictitious business name. If you are suing a limited partnership:
The website can also tell you how to write to the Secretary of State to get more information about the limited
partnership.
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8: Message - Washington Civil Jury Instructions
United States Attorney Matthew D. Krueger for the Eastern District of Wisconsin announced that on April 3, , a federal
grand jury returned a twenty-two count Indictment charging three defendants with a year fraud and money laundering
scheme involving over $ million in government-funded contracts intended to benefit small businesses.

Suing Multiple Defendants Posted on Jan 31, 4: She collides broadside with a motorcycle, severely injuring
the rider. In both scenarios, the injured parties will seek compensation for their injuries from the obvious
offending operators: An experienced personal injury attorney , however, recognizes that each of the
hypothetical motor vehicle accidents likely would involve multiple defendants. Specifically, if the first
accident occurred in the course of the van operator delivering bouquets, the florist employing him faces
liability. In the second scenario, the parents who inflicted their careless child on the roadways face exposure
for damages too. The parents whose child ran the stop sign may be liable defendants under the legal theory of
negligent entrustment. To sustain such a claim, the injured plaintiff would have to show that the defendant:
The owner of the vehicle knows or has reason to know that because of youth, inexperience or otherwise, the
driver would use it in a way that would create unreasonable risk of physical injury. Under these circumstances,
the owner faces liability for resulting physical harm. For liability to attach to the entruster, proof is needed that
the owner knew or should have known the driver was unfit or incompetent to drive the vehicle safely. In the
earlier example, the florist is vicariously liable for the negligent driving of the delivery van operator that ended
in a collision while the van driver was delivering flowers. Personal injury lawyers face a tougher challenge
imposing vicarious liability if the agent was not engaged in the work activity. Say, for example, that instead of
delivering flowers the driver made a stop to drink at the local pub on the company clock unbeknownst to the
floristâ€”liability is tougher to establish. What that means is that each defendant found at fault to any degree in
an accident is liable for the entire amount of damages owed to the prevailing injured plaintiff. By holding each
joint tortfeasor responsible for percent of the damages awarded the plaintiff, joint and several liability attempts
to avoid a situation in which an injured party is denied recovery because one of the wrongdoers is insolvent.
Of course, this is provided that negligent conduct of the plaintiff, if any, does not exceed 50 percent.
Regarding joint tortfeasors, it is up to the plaintiff to decide whether to join the multiple defendants in one
suit, sue each alleged wrongdoer separately or elect to pursue claims against some, but not all, of the potential
defendants. If, however, a plaintiff who suffers harm because of the negligence of two defendants agrees not
to sue one in return for consideration, any amount the plaintiff receives to forgo a claim against the one
tortfeasor may reduce the ultimate liability of the remaining defendant. Whom to pursue recovery from for
personal injuries is a strategic decision best made by consulting with an experienced personal injury attorney.
If you have any questions about motor vehicle accidents, personal injury law or tort law, contact our offices.
Call during business hours or complete a contact form online for a free consultation.
9: Multiple Defendants - Malpractice | www.enganchecubano.com
(3) If a complaint is addressed against multiple defendants, file three copies of the complaint with the Office of the
Commission Secretary for each additional defendant. (c) Generally, a separate file is set up for each defendant.
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